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The one of a kind Endurance Regularity Rally, the 20th “24 Hours Greece” rally starts on Saturday 21
October 2017.
Sixty determined crews with their well prepared historic cars will start at 9:00 in the morning from the
Acropolis towards the Isthmus of Corinth and then to Kleitoria, where the first break of the day. The route
goes to Patras, where a three-hour break of the 20th “24 Hours Greece” will find place and the special prize
"12 hours of Greece" will finish.
Around midnight the drivers will turn on the headlights of their cars, the co-drivers will bring out their
flashlights and the adventurous night leg will begin. The Rio – Antirrio bridge will join the day with the
night-leg and the determined crews will confront with the nightly special stages of Central Greece and after
800 kilometres distance and 24 hours duration they will finish in Athens.
The Organizing Committee is doing the rally preparations with feverish rhythms and an army of judges &
time keepers will ensure the smooth operation of the greatest adventure in the Greek classic automotive
scene.
A few word about the 24 Hours Greece Rally:
This event is addressed to well prepared drivers and co-drivers of historic cars who want to live a 24-hour
adventure on legendary trails of Greece.
Eligible are all certified classic cars older than 30 years and 'youngtimers' 20-29 years old.
Racing license is not required, however driving license for the driver, car insurance and roadside assistance
are mandatory.
The duration of the rally from the start till the finish is 24 hours and in between there will be 3 to 4 one-hour
stops and one 3 hour break for rest.
The requested distance is approximately 800 kilometers, while for the “12-Hour” prize the kilometers will be
limited to 400 kilometers for those who don't want to overestimate their abilities.
The Event is held under the regulations of FIVA, on roads open to public traffic.
Participants will compete in approximately 15 remote special stages, open to public traffic, with
approximately 30 timings, with a maximum average speed of 50 kilometers per hour.
For the execution of special stages no sophisticated navigation instruments is required, while a good
odometer and one or both stopwatches are sufficient.
All distance measuring, time keeping & navigation equipment are free to use!
The Organizing Committee is accepting already entries and the deadline for entry forms is Thursday the 12th
of October. For those who want to ensure their participation on time and take advantage of a discounted
entry fee, they can register until 21 September.
Are you ready?

